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Abstract: Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignant plasma cell tumor that is still an incurable disease. In recent years,
adoptive cell therapy (ACT) has developed rapidly in hematological tumors. This article mainly reviews the application
progress from bone marrow infiltrating lymphocytes to genetically modified T cells to NK cells in MM. In general,
ACT therapy for multiple myeloma is gradually developing towards high specificity and strong lethality. However,
finding specific target antigens and preventing toxic effects of treatment are still two major problems for ACT.
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1 BONE MARROW INFILTRATING LYMPHOCYTES

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a clonal plasma cell abnormal proliferation disease, ranking second in the incidence of
hematological malignancies. It mostly occurs in the elderly and is still an incurable disease [1]. In recent years, with the
application of new drugs, the survival time of multiple myeloma patients has been greatly improved, but the vast
majority of patients will still relapse and/or become drug-resistant, which prompts people to find new treatments.
Currently, adoptive cell therapy is attracting more and more attention from researchers.
Studies have found that patients with allogeneic transplantation show lower rates of disease relapse and higher rates of
molecular remission compared with autologous stem cell transplantation, which may be caused by allogeneic
lymphocyte-mediated graft disease resistance [2]. In addition, patients who relapsed after allogeneic hematopoietic stem
cell transplantation showed a significant therapeutic response when T cells harvested from their original stem cell donor
were infused [3]. These provide a practical basis for the feasibility of adoptive cell therapy for multiple myeloma.
Simply put, adoptive cell therapy (a do p tivecelltherapy, ACT) is to expand autologous or allogeneic effector cells in
vitro and then inject them back into the patient's body, and then transfer them to the lesion to identify the target cells
and kill them. In recent years, adoptive cell therapy for multiple myeloma has continued to progress.
Bone marrow-infiltrating lymphocytes (marrow-infiltrating lympho-cytes, MILs) are bone marrow-derived T cells
expanded in vitro using CD3/CD28 strains in the presence of tumor cells. The theoretical basis is to use endogenous T
cells in the tumor microenvironment to fight tumors. Noonan et al [4] conducted a phase I clinical trial in which they
evaluated the feasibility, safety and effectiveness of MILs in 25 patients with new or relapsed MM. The results showed
that 6 of 22 patients who received MILs treatment after autologous stem cell transplantation achieved complete
remission (CR), and 7 achieved complete remission (CR). One patient achieved partial response, and five patients had
stable disease. In addition, MILs can exist in the bone marrow for a long time. The anti-tumor response of patients who
obtain CR can last for one year, but the duration is still lower than expected. This may be because the number of T cells
obtained is not enough, or the tumor antigens are reduced and immune Caused by escape. The application of MILs in
MM is still in research progress.

2 T LYMPHOCYTES

2.1 CAR-T Cells

Chimeric antigen receptor T cells (CAR-T cells) are immune T cells extracted from patients, and then use genetic
engineering technology to add an antibody that can recognize tumor cells to the T cells, and then use this "enhanced"
immunity to T cells are reinfused back into the patient for treatment. Chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) are genetically
modified transmembrane proteins on T cells, which contain an antigen-specific extracellular domain and an intracellular
domain that mediates activation signals and have target specificity [5]. The first-generation CARs only contain the
antigen recognition signal CD3ζ; the second-generation CARs contain only CD3ζ. In addition, there are costimulatory
molecules such as CD28 or 4-1BB; 3rd Generation CARs have multiple intracellular signaling domains, which enhance
T Cellular cytotoxicity.
When producing CAR-T cells, a major focus is to find tumor-specific antigens. Previously, patients with CD19+
refractory end-stage lymphoma and leukemia were treated with CD19-targeted A significant therapeutic response was
obtained after CARTs[6]. Although CD19 It is only expressed on less than 5% of multiple myeloma cells, but Garfall et
al[5] After CD19+ CARTs were used in patients with multiple myeloma who relapsed after autologous hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation, a longer-lasting complete response was also observed. The researchers speculated that this
was because CD19+ precursor multiple myeloma cells were killed by CARTs.
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BCMA is one of the currently hotly discussed CAR-T targets in multiple myeloma, and Chinese researchers have done
important work in this regard. At the 2017 American Society of Clinical Oncology (American Society of Clinical
Oncology) At the Clinical Oncology (ASCO) meeting, the research group of the Hematology Department of the Second
Affiliated Hospital of Xi'an Jiaotong University [7] reported on 19 cases of recurrence/ Results of infusion of BCMA-
targeted CAR-T cells named LCAR-B28M for refractory multiple myeloma. The results showed that the objective
response rate of the patients was 100%, of which 18 patients (95%) achieved complete remission or near complete
remission (the median follow-up time was 6 months without recurrence). This treatment not only has good efficacy, but
also has high safety. Most of the patients (14 cases) only developed mild or controllable cytokine release syndrome
(CRS), and the remaining 5 cases did not develop CRS.
CARTs targeting kappa light chains have also been in phase I clinical trials. Among seven patients with multiple
myeloma expressing kappa light chains, four patients achieved stable disease lasting 2 to 17 months without monitoring.
Toxic reactions caused by T cells[8]. Other types such as targeting NY-ESO-1, CD38, CD138, CS-1 CARTs have also
entered preclinical research, and preliminary studies have shown strong ability to kill multiple myeloma cells [9].
CAR-T cells have good application prospects, but one issue that cannot be ignored is their safety. The killing of a large
number of tumor cells in a short period of time (tumor lysis syndrome) and the release of a large amount of cytokines
(CRS) can lead to adverse reactions such as severe multi-organ failure. In addition, since the target antigen is not a
specific tumor antigen, CAR-T cells will kill non-tumor normal somatic cells that express a small amount of the antigen,
which also causes unpredictable toxic effects. Improving its safety is also one of the focuses of current CAR research.
In recent years, many researchers have focused on the safety issues during CAR-T cell therapy and have proposed some
new designs to reduce CAR-T cell toxicity. A common strategy is to introduce suicide genes into CAR-T cells, such as
inducible caspase-9 (iCas9), which encodes an apoptotic protein—— caspase 9 Gene that can be drug AP1903 Start[10].
In addition, some researchers have introduced surface antigens into CAR-T cells so that they can use monoclonal
antibodies to target CART cells and eliminate them [11-12] ; There is also the introduction of inhibitory CAR (iC-AR)
into CAR-T cells [13], thereby avoiding unnecessary T cell activation, etc. Most of these methods are still in the
exploratory stage and require further in vitro and in vivo experimental verification.

2.2 Bispecific T Cells

Bispecific antibodies are artificial antibodies containing two specific antigen-binding sites. One end of it binds to tumor
surface antigens, and the other end can stimulate T cell expansion through CD3ζ, that is, it can not only lyse target cells,
but also Expand effector T cells. Compared with CAR-Ts, this type of T cells can significantly shorten the preparation
time and have a simpler structure [9]. In multiple myeloma, the BCMA/CD3 bispecific antibody structure has been
developed and has shown good therapeutic effects in early clinical trials. It has now entered the ramp-up stage of the
dose escalation trial of Phase I clinical research. Other bispecific antibodies including CD38, CD138, CD20 and Wue-1
are also under study [14-17].

2.3 Genetically Modified T Cell Receptor

Similar to CAR-T cells, TCR-T cells are also genetically modified to improve the T cell receptor's ability to recognize
and clear specific tumor antigens. But the methods used are different. CAR-T cells are genetically modified to directly
target a specific antigen, while TCR-T cells are T cells that originally target tumor cells and are genetically modified to
have the ability to recognize tumor antigens. Enhance. The first TCR-T cell applied to multiple myeloma was a T cell
targeting NY-ESO-1. More than 60% of multiple myeloma patients were found to highly express NY-ESO-1, and its
expression is consistent with multiple myeloma. It is related to the clonal evolution of myeloma and indicates a poor
prognosis, which also makes it an ideal target antigen [18]. Clinical trial results showed that 20 patients who received
NY-ESO-1TCR-T cells did not develop CRS, and the grade of adverse events was ≤3. In addition, this TCR-T cell
existed in the body for more than 2 years, and 16 patients showed good treatment response, with a median progression-
free survival (PFS) of 19.1 months. The overall survival (OS) was 32.1 months. Those patients whose disease
progressed or relapsed were found to be negative for NY-ESO-1 antigen, suggesting immune escape [19]. High safety,
long-term persistence, and good response to antigen-positive multiple myeloma treatment are all advantages of ESO-
1/LAGE-1 TCR-T cells. However, it should also be noted that immune escape may occur, thus increasing the number of
targets. It may be possible to further extend the duration of sustained remission.

3 NATURAL KILLER CELLS (NK)

In addition to T cells, NK cell-related immunotherapy is also being actively developed. NK plays an important role in
innate immunity and has the ability to dissolve tumor cells and virus-infected cells. Unlike T cells, NK cells kill tumor
cells and are not affected by the major histocompatibility complex (majorhistocomp atibilit y complex, MHC)
restriction and does not require prior contact with the antigen. There are activating receptors and inhibitory receptors on
the surface of NK cells. The activating receptors include the NCRs family, NKG2D and DNAM-1, and the inhibitory
receptors include KIR (killer immunoglobulin-like receptor), CD94-NKG2, etc. Normal tissue cells express HLA Class
I molecules, these molecules can bind to inhibitory molecules expressed on NK cells such as KIR to avoid killing by
NK cells, while tumor cells or virus-infected cells often downregulate HLA on the cell surface. Expression of class I
molecules, which triggers NK cell-mediated cell lysis [20]. However, many tumors, such as myeloma in MM, do not
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lack HLA on their cell surface. Expression of class I molecules, perhaps because they avoid NK One of the mechanisms
of cell killing[21].

3.1 Activated NK Cells

Before NK cells were used in multiple myeloma, they were used in patients with acute myeloid leukemia after
allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. Studies have found that after infusion of KIR ligand-incompatible
NK cells, these patients showed significant therapeutic responses and prevented graft rejection and graft-versus-host
disease [22]. Later, the same strategy was applied to patients with myeloma. Patients with advanced multiple myeloma
received haploidentical, KIR ligand-incompatible NK cell allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. It was
found that the patient achieved durable remission and had symptoms. 50% of patients achieved near complete
remission[23]. This type of NK cells is called activated NK cells, which directly knock out KIR, thereby avoiding the
inhibitory signals on tumor cells and killing tumors. Currently, phase II clinical trials of NK cells for the treatment of
asymptomatic multiple myeloma and relapsed high-risk multiple myeloma are also ongoing.

3.2 CARNK Cells

Similar to the principle of CAR T cells, CAR NK cells also use genetic engineering technology to add an antibody to
NK cells that can recognize and kill tumor cells, thereby targeting and killing tumor cells. Currently, there are relatively
few studies on CAR NK cell therapy for multiple myeloma, with China taking the lead. 1 Domestic target CD138
Research on CAR NK cells has shown that the cells have strong anti-myeloma effects in vitro and in mouse models [24],
In addition, another CAR NK cell targeting CS1 also obtained the same results [25].

4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In the past decade or so, great progress has been made in the treatment of multiple myeloma, and the progression-free
survival and overall survival time of MM patients have been significantly prolonged. However, due to the two major
characteristics of MM: high genome instability and high dependence on the microenvironment,, its treatment is still
difficult, MM Patients often develop into relapsed/refractory disease in the end, and the disease remains an incurable
malignant tumor. Adoptive cell therapy may help overcome this difficulty by having a longer lasting effect and more
complete tumor killing. Results from preclinical and clinical trials of various types of adoptive cell therapies are
encouraging, and these new technologies may provide a breakthrough approach to curing multiple myeloma. In general,
ACT therapy for multiple myeloma is gradually developing towards high specificity and strong lethality. However, how
to find specific target antigens and prevent toxic and side effects are still difficulties in adoptive cell therapy, which still
requires a lot of foundation. and clinical research.
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